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Video Screenshot

10,000 plus migrants massing as White House attempts cover-up by censoring press.

Media Outlet Files Lawsuit to
Challenge FAA Ban on Drone
Footage at Texas Border
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A media outlet has filed a lawsuit in response to the Biden administration’s
attempt to censor coverage of the 10,000-plus strong Haitian migrant army
amassing under the Del Rio International Bridge by banning drones from flying
over the area.

After Fox News, Infowars and other media outlets captured shocking footage of the
huge mass of migrants, the FAA issued new flight restrictions banning the flight of
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Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), a clear attempt to help the White House cover-up
what’s really going on and control the narrative.

The lawsuit, filed by Free Speech Systems, argues that the federal government’s shut
down of drone coverage “serves no other purpose than to hamper the efforts of the
press in covering the unfolding crisis, in violation of Free Speech Systems’ First
Amendment rights and should not stand.”

“Because of the significant number and the remote location of the migrants, it is
difficult for the press to photograph the mass of migrants with traditional means, which
renders the press unable to fully express the scope of the crisis in visual format,
which is a critical component of the news stories that are being covered on the
ground,” argues the lawsuit.

It further asserts that the use of drones is a crucial “newsgathering tool to capture
images and videos of the mass of migrants and to measure, estimate, and document
facts such as crowd size and movements across the border during this breaking news
event and humanitarian crisis.”

The federal government’s ban on drones represents interference in the function of
newsgathering and the exercise of the First Amendment, the lawsuit states, adding
that drones do not represent a security risk because they operate below 400 feet, an
elevation “not likely to interfere with the operation of manned aircraft, including any
government aircraft that may be operating in the area.”

The lawsuit demands that the feds immediately rescind the ban on the use of drones
for newsgathering purposes.

With at least 10,000 migrants already gathered in the area, intelligence suggests that
this number could at least double in the coming days, emphasizing again why the
Biden administration would like to censor the press to stop the truth being broadcast.

Read the full lawsuit here.

Infowars was able to capture shocking exclusive footage before the ban took effect
after a launching a drone from the Mexico side of the border. Look out for that to be
posted soon.

https://api-assets.infowars.com/2021/09/001-Complaint-1.pdf
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